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In contrast to higher dimensions, many properties of M 3 are algorithmically computable.
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[Haken 1961] Whether a knot in S 3 is unknotted.
More generally, find the simplest surface representing a class in H2(M; Z).
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[Rubinstein-Thompson 1995] Whether M is S 3.
Casson showed this allows finding connected sum
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[Haken-Hemion-Matveev] Whether two Haken 3manifolds are homeomorphic.
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How hard are these questions?
[Agol-Hass-Thurston 2002] The following is NPcomplete:
Q: Given a manifold M, a knot K in T 1, and g ∈

N, is there a surface Σ ⊂ M with boundary K and
genus ≤ g?

[Casson, Schleimer, Ivanov 2004] Recognizing the
3-sphere is in NP.

Normal surfaces meet each tetrahedra in a standard way:
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there is one which is normal. Moreover, one lies
on a vertex ray of the cone.
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Problem: the dimension grows linearly with t,
and moreover there can be exponentially many
vertex rays. In practice, limited to t < 40.
Worse, sometimes have a second step examining each M \ Σ and looking for surfaces there,
and that new manifold may be much more complicated than M itself.
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To prove this, we needed to compute the Thurston
norm for a manifold with #T ≈ 130, and moreover show that it fibers over the circle!
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Power of randomization: Trying several different
triangulations usually yields the minimal genus
Practical Trick 1: Finding the simplest surface
representing some φ ∈ H 1(M; Z)  H2(M; Z).
Use a triangulation with only one vertex (cf. Casson, Jaco-Rubinstein). The φ comes from a unique
1-cocycle, which realizes φ as a piecewise affine
map M → S 1.

surface.
Lower bounds on the genus come from (twisted)
Alexander polynomials.
Practical Trick 2: Proving that N = M \ Σ is Σ × I.
Start with a presentation for π1(N) coming from
a triangulation, and then simplify that it using
Tietze transformations. With luck (i.e. randomization), one gets a one-relator presentation of a
surface group. This gives N  Σ × I by [Stallings

1960].

To see that N 6 Σ × I, try Alexander polynomials.
Current work: Can this work for other problems,
e.g. finding incompressible surfaces?
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rank(M) = min genus of a Heegaard splitting

genus(M) = min size of a gen set of π1M
Clearly have rank(M) ≤ genus(M).

Q. Does rank(M) = genus(M) for all hyperbolic
3-manifolds?

[Boileau-Zieschang 1984] There are Seifert fibered
spaces with rank(M) ≠ genus(M).
Further graph manifold examples found by Weidmann and Schultens.
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So far, we don’t even have any candidate hyperbolic examples, even though our methods quickly
find many of the known non-hyperbolic examples.
We think we’ve found a new non-hyperbolic example:
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